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The Samsung Galaxy S5 is a bigger, brighter android that needs a bigger, 
brighter case. We’ve got that covered.

Specifically designed to fit this bigger, brighter phone, our Connect Case for the 
Samsung Galaxy S5 perfectly carries, protects and showcases your complex, beautiful 
android device while keeping all its features accessible. Made of high grade shatterproof 
Lexan® polycarbonate, it's as slim and lightweight as it is durable and dependable, 
providing state-of-the-art shock-absorption that shields from every day wear and tear. 
An innovative flex-hinge design makes insertion and removal from the case quick and 
easy. Also included: a removable Connect Clip, so you can conveniently attach your 
phone to pockets, straps, or belts; and an anti-fingerprint clear screen protector. 
Available in both Black & Mossy Oak® Break-Up Infinity® colors, the Connect Case has a 
soft-touch feel and positive diamond grip pattern in a slim-line design that mirrors the 
sleek shape and size of the Samsung Galaxy S5.
 
We've also created some ingenious optional Connect accessories (think of them as apps 
for your case) that take connecting to a whole new level.

FOR SAMSUNG® GALAXY S®5

Retail Packaging Dimensions:
8.5“H x 4.8”W X 1”D
216mm H x 122mm W X 25.4mm D

Available Colors: Black & Mossy Oak® Break-Up Infinity® colors

High strength, shatterproof Lexan® polycarbonate case construction with positive 
diamond grip

Innovative one piece flex-hinge case design allows for easy & secure installation

Connect Case comes with removable Connect Clip for slimline functionality

Connect Clip is molded of high strength shatterproof Lexan® polycarbonate

Includes a custom sized anti-fingerprint clear screen protector, a microfiber 
cleaning cloth, and screen protector installation card

Dimensions: 5.71” H x 3.02” W x .82” D  |  145mm H x 77mm W x 21mm D

Weight: 1.13 oz  |  32 g


